August 2014
2014/2015 Design Trends
From Our Resident Design Expert - Hamish Singh
The industry seems to be taking a major turn in design lately. It seems
on one hand you have the average customer who is embracing the
traditional, natural, raw materials. On the other hand, you have the
niche customer wanting one of a kind, contemporary, extravagant
work spaces.
We have noticed that Oak, VG Fir and Walnut have made a huge
come back in the past year and are still in high demand. Wood grain
veneer slab doors with linear grains give off the industrial yet warm
feel of a working kitchen. Now enter the solid colors. Greys and earth
tone browns, smooth and mellow colors are just as eye catching as
the polished acrylics with their bold and radiant colors. Mix and match
them, anything goes these days. The old vision of uniformity has
been done. Now is the time to make things pop!
People are sick of the same stark kitchens and stainless steel look.
This year’s trends have come on strong with cool mattes, mirror-like
high gloss and timeless natural materials. So it’s time to spruce up
that already functional space with some cool colors and finishes.
New ideas are appearing every minute on social networks and home
improvement websites. The Last few years have been pretty stale with
everything being white or dark so all of you trendsetters out there go
make your mark in today’s industry with a one of a kind custom piece
of art.
Fine Print:
Hamish’s favourite shirt is a “wasabi” lime green,
so his tastes are very odd and unique - definitely not normal.
We would be happy to work with you to
create your signature look
- no matter what trends you follow.

Profile Corner

Design is not just what it looks like and
feels like. Design is how it works.
~Steve Jobs

HAPPY
BC DAY
HOLIDAY!

New Sorento Program
We are very excited to announce the
launch of our Stream-lined Sorento
door program. Featuring a Step Bevel
Profile in a textured Linear Ash finish.
No staining or finishing required and
the laminate contains an antimicrobial
additive to help protect against
bacteria, making it perfect for
commercial, health care and
residential use.

Flex Friday Closing Schedule
August 4th (Monday) BC DAY
August 15th (Friday)
August 29th (Friday)
September 1st (Monday) STAT
September 12th (Friday)
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